
Before recommending that your mentee 
complete a training or certification process, 

consider the cost first.

Discuss financial constraints with you mentee 
to ensure your recommendations are 

practical and feasible. 

GUIDE TO 
MENTEE CHALLENGES
Common experiences faced by refugee mentees 
that pose barriers to success.

FINANCIAL BARRIERS ACCESS TO TECHNOLOGY

THE REFUGEE EXPERIENCE

LANGUAGE BARRIERS NO PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS

SURVIVAL JOBS

IMMIGRATION STATUS CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

When ample time has passed and a 
refugee has not secured meaningful 
employment, they may turn to "survival 

jobs" out of necessity. 
 

Do Do your best to encourage their continued 
search for meaningful employment, as this 
better guarantees their long-term 

prospects in Canada. 

While refugees are permanent residents (PR), refugee 
claimants are not yet. Both are eligible to work. 

However certain industries like banking and aviation 
may have restrictions depending on PR status. 

Make sure to assess whether your mentee's refugee 
status can impact entry into their industry.

Some refugees are accustomed to different 
workplace cultures in which

directly asking for help is not customary.

Be proactive in your mentorship, and
don't take their lack of reaching out as

complacency.

Refugees come from countries with 
different workplace cultures and forms of 

business communication.

Support your mentee to learn how to better 
communicate about themselves and their 

expertise, for a North American 
environment.

Refugees oen arrive to Canada with no local 
professional contacts. Meeting with one mentor is 
not enough to integrate refugees into the 

Canadian workforce.

Because 80% of jobs are obtained through 
personal connections, introducing your mentee to 

your professional networks is crucial.

Refugees face unique barriers to employment, 
different from immigrants and Canadian-born 

professionals.   

Consider researching the barriers refugees face 
in Canada to better appreciate the refugee 

experience.

www.rcjp.ca/welcome-talent

In some fields, new hardware and soware are 
crucial, yet expensive.

Assess if you can support your mentee to get 
affordable access, whether it is through your 

employer, non-profit organizations, or discounted 
offers by providers for vulnerable clients.


